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Abstract: This paper reviews the literature on organizational 
virtues to construct a concept of organizational virtuousness from 
the perspective of customers. Definitions of organizational 
virtuousness are missing important virtues and fail to consider the 
views of customers, who benefit from virtuous organizations, at least 
as asserted by the extant literature. This paper is theoretical, not 
empirical. The ideas come from an array of disciplines and include 
virtues not presently considered in the organizational virtue 
literature. In addition, the paper emphasizes the perspectives of 
customers, a dimension missing from existing studies. 
 
Keywords: Organizational virtuousness, optimism, trust, 
compassion, forgiveness, wisdom, courage, justice, temperance, 
transcendence, commitment, responsiveness and innovativeness. 
 
Cameron, Bright, and Caza (2004) are early developers of the 
concept of organizational virtue. The concept of virtue comes from 
the Latin word virtus, which means ‘‘strength’’ or ‘‘excellence” 
(Arjoon, 2010). Virtues denote unique habits, yearnings, and actions 
that indicate personal and social good (Aristotle, 1999/250 B.C.). 
They signal a triumph of humanity or the attainment of one’s full 
potential (Arjoon, 2010), but not at the expense of the common 
good. Peterson and Seligman (2004) identify wisdom, courage, 
humanity, justice, temperance, and transcendence as key virtues. As 
an extension, virtuousness refers to a state of utmost goodness of 
character (Bright et al., 2006). Organizational virtuousness means 
contextualized excellent qualities, such as compassion, integrity, 
forgiveness, and trust (Cameron et al., 2004). In a virtuous 
organization, similarly minded people pursue shared objectives 
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which organizational life can provide; they willfully harness efforts 
to reduce human suffering (Balliett & Kevin, 2011). 
 Organizational virtue is rooted in the theory of virtue 
developed by Aristotle (Crockett, 2005). This theory posits that 
individuals possess virtuous individual traits, such as wisdom, 
courage, humanity, justice, temperance, transcendence, optimism, 
trust, compassion, integrity, and forgiveness (Peterson and 
Seligman, 2004; Cameron et al., 2004). With these behavioral 
characteristics, individuals can ensure their organizations become 
virtuous, because virtuous individual traits can build virtuousness in 
organizations (Cameron et al., 2004). At a macro level, 
organizations can engender virtuousness by enacting virtuous 
practices in their overall strategic plans (Mello, 2011). Caza et al. 
(2004) note that conscious organizations can create institutional 
frameworks that perpetuate virtuousness. Chun (2005) argues that 
organizations become virtuous by following the Aristotelian view of 
how a good person should live (Flynn, 2007). In this respect, 
individual virtue can be used by organizations, if they set standards 
of excellence they can consciously enforce in an effort to prompt 
virtue. 
However, a critical examination of the literature on 
organizational virtue reveals prominent flaws in the development of 
the concept. First, some virtues that are organizational in nature 
have been ignored in the definition of the concept. These include 
organizational commitment (Malik et al., 2010; Meyer & Allen, 
1987), organizational responsiveness (Parasuraman et al., 1988), and 
organizational innovativeness (Woodman et al., 1993). Second, a 
variety of virtues that merit consideration are scattered in the 
marketing and organization behavior literature and have not been 
incorporated into analyses of organizational virtue. Third, different 
scholars have identified different virtues needed for organizational 
virtue. Cameron et al. (2004) operationalized the concept using 
optimism, trust, compassion, integrity, and forgiveness as its 
dimensions, while Peterson and Seligman (2004) and Sosik and 
Cameron (2010) incorporated wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, 
temperance, and transcendence. According to Evans et al. (2008) 
and Mayer and Davis (1999), integrity and competence are 
dimensions of trust, while humanity is a dimension of compassion 
(Pommier, 2011). These disparate virtues should be incorporated 
into our understanding of organizational virtue. Finally, Gotsis & 
Grimani (2015) point to the need to extend the scholarship on 
organizational virtuousness by considering the perspective of inter-
organizational actors, such as customers, supply chain managers, 
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and competitors, because they play a role in engendering 
virtuousness. Most existing studies focus on the views of employees 
and their supervisors to determine organizational virtuousness. The 
objectives of this article are twofold: (a) document the literature on 
virtues to facilitate the progressive development of the concept, and 
(b) suggest that the perspectives of customers be included in our 
understanding of organizational virtuousness. 
 
Literature review 
Articles on organizational virtue can be placed in two categories. 
First is the literature on virtues that operationalizes the concept of 
organizational virtuousness.  Second is the literature that does not 
operationalize the virtues. Additionally, organizational virtuousness 
has been conceptualized and operationalized based on responses 
from employees and their supervisors, not customers nor inter-
organizational actors, such as suppliers and competitors. The 
following review is divided into the operationalized and un-
operationalized categories. Within each of these two categories, 
articles are grouped by specific virtues, such as optimism, trust, and 
compassion. The relevance of each virtue to customers is also 
explored. In addition to developing the role of customers in 
determining organizational virtue, this review seeks to advance 
scholarship on positive organizational culture. 
Literature reviewed about virtues that currently constitute the 
concept of organizational virtuousness and their relevance to 
customers. 
Prime of the virtues that have been extrapolated to 
operationalize the macro concept of organizational virtuousness are: 
optimism, trust, compassion, and forgiveness, wisdom, courage, 
justice, temperance and transcendence (Cameron et al.; (2004); 
Peterson and Seligman, (2004); Sosik and Cameron, (2010). Note 
that a critical review of the attendant literature reveals that integrity 
and humanity, formally independent constructs of the same variable, 
are now dimensions of trust and compassion respectively. The 
following review illustrates their conceptualization. 
 
Optimism: This is a personality trait and it refers to a belief in 
success regardless of current challenges (Carver et al., 2010). In 
psychological research, optimism refers to hopeful expectations in a 
given situation (Scheier & Carver, 1988) and or the general 
expectancies that are positive (Scheier & Carver, 1993). As a 
philosophical idea, optimism assumes that human beings have the 
capacity to arrive at an accurate prediction of the future depending 
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on a consistent interpretation of past and present events. This means 
that on the basis of a right understanding of the past and present 
circumstances, the future occurrence(s) happens naturally as 
anticipated. This is why, because, it is an individual characteristic, 
some individuals are more expectant of good things than other 
across a variety of life experiences. To Scheier & Carver (1992), the 
formulation of an optimistic philosophical position can be traced to 
the writings of the French philosopher Rene Descartes (1596-1650). 
It has been studied at a macro level by many scholars. For instance, 
while examining the presence and impact of optimism in the Indian 
equity market, Jaya et al., (2015) found out that the Indian equity 
market was optimistic from the period 2006 to 2011. Besides, James 
et al., (2011) established that successful executives are always with 
a possibility to expect positive outcomes (i.e. optimistic) because, it 
affects their strategic decision making process. In relation to 
customers, Mann (2014) assessed the optimism of payday loan 
borrowers in order to avail the first direct evidence of the accuracy 
of payday loan borrowers’ understanding of how the product will be 
used.  
The study reveals that; borrowers have a good understanding 
of their own use of the loan and that they finally repay their loans 
and are free of debt within two weeks of the date they predicted on 
the date of the loan. This is to signal that optimism theory is 
applicable to customers. Therefore, quite distinct from previous 
studies, this study proposes the perspective of customers in rating 
the optimism of their organizations. This is because; these people 
have a constant interaction with the staff of these organizations and 
receive services from them and, no organization whatever the form 
lacks customers. However, even when optimism is expected of an 
employee if he or she is to deal better with his or her colleagues and 
customers, Weinstein, (1980) long established that human judgment 
is biased when estimating personal risk because, by nature people 
overestimate their chances of encountering success. This is what is 
termed as ‘unrealistic optimism. Therefore, on the basis of this 
observation, Sharot and colleagues (Sharot, Guitart-Masip et al., 
2012; Sharot, Kanai, et al., 2012; Sharot, Korn, et al., 2011) 
investigated into the neural foundations of optimism. It is now 
reasoned that people maintain an optimistic view of the future 
because they intentionally choose to expect good occurrences than 
bad ones (Sharot et al.,2011).This means that to judge an 
organization as being optimistic or not on the basis of employees’ 
held view, is in its own right a scholarly controversy. This is why; 
the study proposes a consideration of the measurement of optimism 
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by customers as part of the inter-organizational actors in order to 
counter the bias. Therefore, we here by propose that: 
 
Proposition 1:. Optimism may be a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Trust: Frost et al., (1978) believe that it is a tendency to have hope 
in one’s behavior. It refers to the extent to which a person is eager to 
attribute good intentions to and have confidence in the behaviors of 
others (Cook & Wall, 1980). It is argued that human trust is 
instinctual and originated from the willingness to share food in 
hunter-gatherer societies and the fear of punishment for not doing 
what is expected of them (Rehman et al., 2012). Generally two types 
of trust exist in the literature: interpersonal trust, which is trust 
between people, and system or institutional trust, which is trust in 
the functioning of organizational, institutional and social systems 
(Gautschi, 2002). It retains integrity as a dimension (Evans et al., 
2008). At a macro level, it is synonymous with organizational 
loyalty or organizational reliability. At that level, it has been studied 
in terms of how a leader is expected to be trusted and the 
fundamental characteristics that employees expect to see in an 
individual they trust as their leader such as, honesty; dependability; 
being genuine or authentic; and delivery according to the promise 
(Lynette, (2009). It has also been examined in terms of its value to 
an organization because, it is believed to signal happier work places 
and that management comes to believe that they have a more loyal 
workforce, not to mention the fact that such employees are more 
motivated to work and are productive (Lynett, (2009). In relation to 
customers, organizational trust translates into customer loyalty, 
which in turn means longer term relationships that lead to 
commendable business productivity and greater advocacy 
(Halliburton & Poenaru, 2010). To this extent, organizational trust 
as a concept is not fallacious. However, it is true that trust is 
dynamic because, it can increase or decrease, depending on the 
nature of ongoing interactions between the trustor and trustee. In 
this regard, if those trusted meet their expectations of beneficial 
behavior, trust normally increases and if they are not met, trust 
decreases (Gautschi, 2002). Therefore, trust is not a constant even in 
organizational life and until now, it is rather challenging to consider 
trust as a dimension of organizational virtuousness based on the 
ratings by employees in their respective organizations. Therefore, 
we propose that: 
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Proposition 2:. Trust may be a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by the customers. 
 
Compassion: This is synonymous with organizational empathy and 
is understood from a number of perspectives. Goetz, et al., (2010: 
351) define compassion as cooperation and protection of the weak 
and those who suffer. It is an individual or social mentality that is 
reflected in intentions and the motivation to alleviate distress in 
others. It retains among others, humanity as a dimension (Pommier, 
2011). Organizational compassion refers to the collective noticing, 
feeling, and responding to pain within the organization (Atkins & 
Parker, 2012). Organizationally, it has been tested within clinical 
healthcare systems (Sinclair et al., 2016) although their study 
revealed limited empirical understanding of compassion in 
healthcare. Compassion in the workplace is equally significantly 
related to both individual and organizational functioning (Lilius et 
al., 2011). In as far as compassion is relevant to customers, Torpie, 
(2014) observes that as a provider of hospital care, medical 
organizations need to treat patients as customers. This is because, 
according to her findings, the delivery of quality healthcare requires 
both clinical and business acumen and interpersonal relations so as 
to receive excellent clinical outcomes, financial success, and patient 
satisfaction. To this extent, compassionate care is relevant to 
business success.  However, compassion in the workplace is related 
to increased organizational financial, psychological, and social costs 
(Moon et al., 2015).This is because; the organization normally does 
a lot to calm down those who are psychologically unstable. This 
revelation renders compassion a near impossibility in organizations 
and does not guarantee its free prevalence even when employees and 
their supervisors associate it with organizations. Therefore, to retain 
it as a dimension of organizational virtuousness when determined on 
basis of employees’ ratings who suffer from persistent work related 
stress, still remains a challenge. Nevertheless, we still propose that: 
 
Proposition 3: Compassion may be a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Forgiveness: The central meaning to all definitions is that 
forgiveness refers to the positive responses towards the offender 
(McCullough et al., 1998). It has been studied in relation to 
organizational life by numerous scholars. For instance while 
examining the relative importance of forgiveness, Law (2014), 
believes that forgiveness creates a pleasant working relationship 
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which facilitates a better working environment. To some 
psychologists forgiveness is a means to the generation of a 
cooperative organizational culture (Kurzynski, 1998). It facilitates 
positive thinking, enhances interpersonal relationships and cultivates 
supportive linkages between stakeholders (Webb et al.; 2013). In 
doing so, stakeholders, including customers, can have the 
opportunity to realize the objective for which they are associated 
with the organization. Furthermore, as a concept in business, 
forgiveness is of relevance to firms. For instance, Joireman et al.; 
(2016) have observed that customers need to learn to forgive firms 
for their transgressions because; some failures are simply minor 
issues that should be expected while others are severe. This means 
that forgiveness is regarded to be of value to customers. However, 
forgiveness has been found to cause repeated offenses, particularly 
in organizations which have fair and formal procedures (Exline et 
al.; 2003). Besides, even when religious prescriptions of forgiveness 
and compassion (Witvliet, 2001) exist, a look at the world around us 
demonstrates that people often have difficulty in forgiving others 
regardless of their religious backgrounds. Therefore, forgiveness 
like the case with other dimensions of organizational virtuousness 
examined, is not guaranteed even in organizations because, 
employees and supervisors as individuals may not be forgiving as 
well. Therefore, we still propose that: 
 
Proposition 4:  Forgiveness may be a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Wisdom: Meacham (1990) defines it as the awareness of ignorance 
while Baltes & Staudinger (2000), look at it is a kind of capability in 
the conduct and meaning of life. According to Ardelt (2003), 
wisdom is both an implicit and explicit concept. In this way, implicit 
theories consider wisdom to be a characteristic of a wise individual 
(Baltes & Smith, 2008) and as such, a micro concept. Explicit 
theories look at wisdom as a characteristic of people based on the 
way they are productive beyond merely as individuals. These 
theories project wisdom as indicated by what one does in a 
particular context (Webster, 2003). This means that a particular 
context can define one’s wisdom. According to Baltes & Smith, 
(2008) such expert knowledge is manifested in human behavior and 
decision making. This is what qualifies wisdom as an organizational 
concept, where it refers to the managerial cycles through which 
employees are provided with knowledge (Tack, 1986).The 
understanding is that when employees are provided with the 
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requisite knowledge, they acquire the know how so as to serve the 
stakeholders better. Therefore, wisdom has been studied at an 
organizational level although its measurement has been based on the 
views suggested by employees and their supervisors and not 
customers at all. Note that according to Bagozzi et al.; (2010), 
salespeople work directly with customers and as such, they have to 
maintain good relationships with customers because, they act as 
representatives of their firm. This means that they have to be wise 
enough to engage the concerns of customers. Therefore, we propose 
that: 
 
Proposition 5: Wisdom is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Courage: According to Shelp (1984) courage is the ability to act 
meaningfully regardless of the fear that it might be costly. Rachman 
(1984) believes that courage is the equivalence of resilience in the 
face of a threat or danger. This virtue has already been measured at 
an organizational level by researchers asking employees to report on 
their observation of courageous acts performed by other colleagues 
(Cavanagh & Moberg 1999). It is considered both a moral and a 
practical matter for leaders because, if they lack it, they become 
greedy and self-interested to the extent that they cannot stand for the 
common good (John, 2004). Even when courage is an individual 
virtue, a demonstration has been made to qualify courage as an 
organizational virtue by Perme (1993), when she argued that 
organizations are merely people linked together by a network of 
activity towards a common goal. Therefore, she recommends that in 
order to build organizational courage, there is need to be true to its 
vision and values while living to the current reality, despair, and 
fears (Perme, 1993). Interestingly, courage is equally of relevance to 
customers. This is because, organizations rely on employees to 
display courage when undertaking their job tasks and interacting 
with customers, team members and subordinates. As such, courage 
plays a pivotal role in ensuring that company representatives 
accurately reflect organizational values, policies and procedures. 
This is why, companies that enshrine courage in their sales, 
customer service, or leadership, are classified as effective and 
efficient because, they insist on a core set of principles (Acclivus, 
2014). Therefore, we propose that: 
 
Proposition 6: Courage is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as reported by customers. 
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Justice: This has mainly been studied as a macro concept. It refers to 
employee perceptions of fairness in the workplace (Brockner, 2010). 
These perceptions can be classified into three categories: 
distributive, procedural, and interactional. Distributive justice refers 
to the perceived fairness of the outcomes that an individual receives 
from the organization. Based on equality, need or contribution, 
individuals determine the fairness of the distribution through 
comparison with others (Alsalem & Alhaiani, 2007). Therefore, 
distributive justice denotes perceptions regarding fairness of 
outcomes. Procedural justice reflects perceptions of processes that 
lead to these outcomes. It refers to participants' perceptions of the 
fairness of the rules and procedures that regulate a process (Nabatchi 
et al., 2007). Interactional Justice is the quality of interpersonal 
treatment received during the enactment of organizational 
procedures (Bies & Moag, 1986). Interactional or Interpersonal 
justice reflects perceptions of interpersonal interactions and 
treatment as believed to be existent within an organization. With 
organizational justice, employees become more satisfied because, 
they feel that they are fairly rewarded for the work they do. The 
rewards usually include benefits and privileges other than monetary 
gains. Indeed, employees with higher job satisfaction feel important 
because they believe that the organization stands by them and it 
demonstrates that it cares about the quality of their work (Rupp, 
2011). Therefore, they are usually more committed to the 
organization and are highly retained and productive (Fatt et al., 
2010). It is out of this mindset that stake holder satisfaction becomes 
inevitable and business success is quite handy. However, because 
organizations have a limited amount of wealth and resources, 
the question of how those benefits ought to be distributed frequently 
arises (De Matos et al., 2013). This means that it is a challenge to be 
fair in face of limited resources even in organizational settings. 
Therefore, justice in organizations is equally debatable. However, 
justice perceptions are of importance to a customer. For instance in a 
study by Smith & Mpinganjira (2015), the findings indicate that 
procedural, interactional and distributive justice perceptions by 
customers of banks, positively influence their satisfaction and 
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Proposition 7: Justice is a dimension of organizational virtuousness 
as determined by customers. 
 
Temperance: This is the ability to control impulses, including those 
that are aggressive (Steinberg & Cauffman, 1996).  It is the ability to 
take constructive decisions in all circumstances (Wiersbe, 1989). It 
has been associated with organizational settings by scholars in 
various ways. For instance, Neubert, et al., (2009) argues that 
appropriate ethical leaders and their followers demonstrate specific 
qualities such as love, faithfulness, temperance, and justice”. This is 
why leaders have to be self-disciplined in their interactions with 
equals, supervisors, and subordinates. Organizationally still, 
possession of temperance enables leaders to think twice before they 
can take any actions and short of this, they can easily become greedy 
and could lack self-control, (Riggio, 2011). To this extent, since 
temperance is organizational, there is need for organizations to 
recruit people who are mentally stable at all times so as to be in 
position to take decisions that transform those organizations that are 
visionary. In relation to customers, self-control has been found to be 
of relevance to consumers because, in a study by Haws, Bearden, 
and Nenkov (2012), lack of control makes consumers reduce their 
purchasing power. This is an eye opener to the rational consumers if 
they are to obtain value for the money that they spend. We can as 
such propose that: 
 
Proposition 8: Temperance is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as assessed by customers. 
 
Transcendence: This is the quest for perfectionism (Jarzabkowski et 
al., 2013). Ideally, the way people seek for excellence in all that they 
do using their own means, is equally what organizations do in an 
effort to ensure quality performance (Torabipor & Rekab, 2009). In 
doing so, organizations devise unique ways and means that are not 
directly those of their individual members (Smith & Lewis, 2011). 
This means that the concept organizational transcendence is existent 
quite apart from self transcendence and this explains the existence of 
independent structured approaches to the attainment of the common 
organizational goals. Organizational transcendence is well illustrated 
in situations where individual efforts significantly stifle collective 
efforts in the attainment of collective goals (Jarzabkowski et al., 
2013). In such situations, managers come up with appropriate 
interventions that are reasonably intended to reconcile efforts to 
cope with the paradox at hand so as to address the objectives of each 
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stakeholder including customers (Lewis & Smith, 2014). This is 
how organizational efficiency and effectiveness is associated with 
the observed desire by stakeholders to achieve excellence in 
productivity. Therefore, to this extent, organizational transcendence 
is a reality only that an objective assessment of its existence in 
particular organizations is lacking since it has been rated from the 
point of view of employees. As far as its relationship with customers 
is concerned self-transcendence has a positive relationship with 
customer satisfaction (Ogunnaike & Kehinde (2011). This stresses 
the role of transcendence theory on customers. Therefore, we 
propose that: 
 
Proposition 9: Transcendence is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Literature reviewed on virtues that are not considered in the 
operationalization and measurement of the concept organizational 
virtuousness to date. 
Scholars such as Cameron, (2003); Cameron et al., (2004); 
Peterson & Seligman, (2004) have operationalized the concept of 
organizational virtuousness based on the averaged views of 
employees and their supervisors. Interestingly, certain prominent 
virtues have been neglected in the construction of the concept even 
when they are associated with organizational life besides being of 
relevance to customers. In the circumstance, the review that follows 
is a reflection on the conceptualization of those neglected virtues 
and how they are of relevance to customers. The list is not 
exhaustive as alluded to earlier but the most prominent include: 
commitment (Meyer & Allen, 1987), responsiveness (Parasuraman 
et al., 1988), and innovativeness (Woodman et al., 1993). Humanity 
that should have been considered as an independent construct is now 
a dimension of compassion. Their review is as follows: 
 
Commitment: It is believed that commitment is a human and 
organizational attribute (Malik et al., 2010; Meyer & Allen, 1987). 
Clients feel satisfied with  an organization whose employees are 
committed because, affectively they continue working with great 
devotion on a voluntary basis, those with continuance commitment 
ensure that they retain their organizational membership, just as those 
who are normally committed usually feel an obligation to stay in the 
organization (Malik et al., 2010; Meyer & Allen, 1987). An 
organizational commitment model developed by Meyer & Allen 
(1987) has three approaches and these are 'affective', 'continuance' 
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and 'normative' commitment, respectively. These approaches 
suggest a scientific relationship between employees and the 
organization that they work for because, committed employees 
decrease the likelihood of turnover and the level of productivity of 
the social system (Meyer & Allen, 1987). Unfortunately, while the 
understanding of commitment in this regard, is a reflection of the 
views held by both customers and employees of a particular 
organization, it is important to note that the current operational 
definition and measurement of organizational virtuousness is 
deficient of commitment as a dimension yet as specified, a virtuous 
organization from the customers point of view is considerate of the 
level of commitment of the employees. Therefore, it is in order that 
we propose that: 
 
Proposition 10: Commitment is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Responsiveness: This is one of the virtues that customers need to 
find in a virtuous organization (Parasuraman et al., 1988). It is 
synonymous with organizational adaptability (Morrison & Hall, 
2002). At an organizational level, it is conceptualized as a firm‘s 
likelihood to act based on the known customers’ preferences (Hult et 
al., 2005; Kohli & Jaworski 1990). Considering the view of market 
information process, Kohli & Jaworski (1990), look at 
organizational responsiveness as being intimately related to 
information utilization within the organization. These authors 
further identify several forms of organizational responsiveness such 
as: selecting target markets, designing and offering products or 
services that cater for customers‘current and anticipated needs, and 
producing, distributing, and promoting the products in a way that in 
return cements a good organization-customer relationship (Kohli & 
Jaworski 1990). This is probably the reason as to why, Parasuraman 
et al. (1988), defines responsiveness as the employees’ expression of 
willingness to help customers and provide quick service. It is 
concerned with addressing customers’ concerns in time. This is 
because, when an organization communicates to its customers, this 
is aimed at being responsive. It is of no wonder that, if an 
organization wants to be successful, it needs to consider customers 
preferences and not its own wishes (Zeithaml et al., 
2006).Therefore, the fact that responsiveness is both an individual 
and organizational virtue that customers wish to locate in the 
organization they associate wish (Parasuraman et al., 1988), we 
propose that: 
12
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Proposition 11:  Responsiveness is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Innovativeness: It is both a micro and macro concept. At the macro 
level, it is the formation of superior valuable new products or 
services within an organizational context (Woodman et al., 1993). It 
is the tendency of the organization to come up with high quality 
products or services and the success of that particular organization 
to pass on those products or services to the consumers. 
Innovativeness is a human characteristic just as organizations have 
been established to be.  It has been studied in terms of a Leader’s 
ability to inspire and arouse critical individual follower and 
subsequently, organizational innovation (Elkins & Keller, 2003). 
This is why it is possible to classify leaders as being 
transformational in nature because, such individuals generate 
creative ideas within organizations that they superintend (Howell & 
Higgins, 1990). Indeed, such leaders are visionary and motivate 
their subordinates, enhance their willingness to perform beyond 
expectations, and call upon them to adopt innovative ways of doing 
things anew in their work. An individual originates new ideas 
(Redmond et al., 1993) and is the basis for organizational innovation 
(Shalley & Gilson, 2004). Therefore, since the customer benefits 
from the innovativeness of the employees through accessibility to 
new and better quality products, the aggregate innovativeness of the 
organization as a whole is a virtue that the customer would love to 
find in an organization of choice. This is because, to Shalley et al., 
(2004) the creative new ideas of employees are eventually passed on 
to colleagues in the organization hence setting the pace for 
organizational innovativeness.  In this regard, we are bound to 
propose that: 
 
Proposition 12: Innovativeness is a dimension of organizational 
virtuousness as determined by customers. 
 
Methodology 
This was literature search. Out of this endeavor, the articles that 
were reviewed in our theoretical paper were identified after 
conducting a computerized search of Google scholar and PubMed as 
databases using the key words: organizational virtuousness, 
optimism, trust, compassion, forgiveness, wisdom, courage, justice, 
temperance, transcendence, commitment, responsiveness and 
innovativeness. The choice of these virtues as key terms was guided 
primarily by earlier scholarly efforts such as Cameron et al.; (2004), 
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Peterson and Seligman, (2004); Sosik and Cameron, (2010). We 
were careful enough to consider only those that retained the catch 
word(s). The researchers were critical enough to only obtain from 
the articles, the meaning of each of the key terms above; its 
dimensions at both the individual and organizational levels where 
appropriate. The search for those virtues identified was in two 
forms: Firstly, were articles on those virtues that are already 
constructs of the term organizational virtuousness. These are:  
optimism, trust, compassion, forgiveness, wisdom, courage, justice, 
temperance, transcendence.  Secondly, were articles about those 
virtues that are organizational in nature but have not been 
considered in the initial factor structure of the concept 
organizational virtuousness. These are: commitment, responsiveness 
and innovativeness. We also obtained articles that indicated a 
significance of the identified virtues to customers. The purpose was 
to advance the argument that customers find each of the virtues 
above as being important and as such, have the ability to assess the 
extent to which any organization they interact with is virtuous or not 
in an effort to construct the concept organizational virtuousness 
from their own perspective (Gotsis & Grimani, 2015). The total 
number of articles obtained was 277 (Two hundred seventy seven). 
 
Discussion 
Each of the virtues examined above, has been studied at both the 
individual and organizational levels. The discussion below is an 
appreciation of the dimensionality of each of the virtues at both 
levels based on the data that was obtained from a single source that 
is; the employees and their supervisors. The conclusion of each 
virtue ends with the most plausible of the dimensions to be adopted 
at the macro level. The discussion per virtue follows: 
 
Optimism: As noted already, optimism has been studied at both the 
individual (Scheier et al., 2001; Schweizer et al., 2011) and 
organizational level (Beheshtifar, 2013; Gabris, et al., 1998; 
Fredrickson’s (1998). However, until now, studies are sparse which 
propose that this construct is multidimensional in nature regardless 
of the level at which it has been investigated. Instead, micro 
measurement items exist and have simply been extrapolated to 
measure optimism at a macro level although, ratings of the same has 
been by employees and their supervisors. However, as already 
indicated, optimism is of value to customers (Mann, 2014) and if the 
concept is to be studied from the perspective of customers, it is 
hereby recommended that existing micro measurement items as 
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those adopted by (Beheshtifar, 2013) and utilized at the macro level, 
need to be maintained and customized so as to to measure optimism 
at a macro level from the perspective of customers. This is because; 
these people have a constant interaction with the staff of these 
organizations and receive services from them and, no organization 
whatever the form lacks customers. 
 
Trust: Like any other virtue, trust has been studied at both the micro 
and macro levels. At the micro level, trust has manifested it self as a 
three dimensional variable. These are: Competence (ability), 
Benevolence and Integrity (Evans et al., 2008). In a related study by, 
Dietz and Hartog (2006), they indicate trust has four dimensions and 
these are: competence, benevolence, integrity, intention to act, 
predictability, and identification. It is these that have been studied at 
both the micro and macro levels by way of modifying their 
associated measurement items. In this regard, trust is a 
multidimensional concept whose formulation has equally been 
based on the data that has been obtained from employees and their 
supervisors in an effort to establish the existence of this virtue in an 
organizational context. The dimensions administered by Dietz and 
Hartog (2006) at a macro level, could be modified to suit the 
perspective of customers since until now; trust translates into 
customer loyalty, which in turn means longer term relationships that 
lead to commendable business productivity and greater advocacy 
(Halliburton & Poenaru, 2010). To this end, trust is of relevance to 
customers as well. 
 
Compassion: The researchers recognize the fact that compassion has 
equally been studied before today at the level of the individual and 
the organization. At the micro level, it has been studied as self-
compassion and at the macro level, as compassion for others. Self-
compassion denotes being touched by one’s own suffering, 
generating the desire to alleviate one’s suffering so as to treat 
oneself with understanding and concern (Goetz et al., 2010). Self-
compassion has been assessed using the 12-item SCS-short form 
(Raes, et al., 2011). This has three subscales and they are: Self-
Kindness, Self-Judgment, and Common Humanity. At the 
organizational level, there is The Compassion Scale (Pommier, 
2011), which assesses compassion for others along similar 
dimensions as self-compassion. This scale includes six subscales 
and these are: Kindness; Indifference; Common Humanity; 
Separation; Mindfulness; and Disengagement. Still at the 
organizational level, compassion has been studied by scholars such 
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as Cameron et al., (2004), and McLelland (2010) while Muller &  
Whiteman (2010), suggest that an institution‘s level of corporate 
philanthropy is a reflection of its organizational compassion. This 
means that the measurement of a corporate philanthropy or 
corporate citizenship or corporate social responsibility, is a 
measurement of organization compassion. The Compassion Scale 
(Pommier, 2011), could be adopted by further scholarship because, 
they already have been applied at the macro level and only need to 
be modified so as to reflect the point of view of customers since  
compassion is still relevant to customers (Torpie, 2014). 
 
Forgiveness: Forgiveness has been studied at both an individual and 
organizational level. At the individual level, self-report scales for 
measuring forgiveness for specific offenses exist (Rye et al., 2001; 
McCullough et al., 1998). There is also the Transgression-Related 
Interpersonal Motivations (TRIM) Inventory, the Heartland 
Forgiveness Scale (Thompson et al., 2005) among others. However, 
latest scholars such as Boonyarit et al.; (2013) have proposed a 
workplace forgiveness scale that has four dimensions and these are: 
Overcoming Negative Thought and Feeling toward the Offender, 
Seeking to Understand the Offender’s Reasons, Fostering Positive 
Approaches towards the Offender, and Belief in the Benefits of 
Forgiveness. Others such as Cameron et al., (2004) and Wade 
(1989) have equally attempted to come up with a one-dimensional 
scale of organizational forgiveness. The irony with these as 
reiterated is that they have utilized data from employees and their 
supervisors to the extent that they are believed to be biased (Gotsis 
& Grimani, 2015). This study proposes Boonyarit et al.; (2013) four 
dimensional scale that has already been applied at the macro level 
and could only be modified to elicit customers’ views since 
forgiveness as a concept is still relevant (Joireman et al.; 2016). 
 
Wisdom: Prominent scholars of wisdom such as (Ardelt, 2003) 
argue that wisdom should be operationalized and measured as a 
latent variable with cognitive, reflective, and affective elements. The 
result is that, she developed a three-dimensional wisdom scale (3D-
WS) and these are: the cognitive, reflective and affective 
dimensions. However, 3D-WS was conducted among the elderly 
and above all; it is more of a measure of wisdom at a personal level. 
This means that it may not be a suitable tool for the measurement of 
organizational wisdom. Instead, Schmit et al; (2012), integrated 
management as well as psychology literature and proposed a 
multidimensional definition of wisdom that is applicable in a 
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generalized organizational and managerial context. In their own 
view, they offer a comprehensive definition of wisdom, which has 
seven dimensions that include: reflective, openness, interactional 
aptitude, practical, ethical sensibility, paradoxical tolerance and 
experience (Schmit et al; 2012). It is these dimensions that this study 
recommends to be modified since they have already been 
administered at the macro level and as such, could only be modified 
so as to facilitate the collection of views from customers since 
according to Bagozzi et al.; (2010), wisdom is directly relevant to 
customers. 
 
Courage: This concept, like any other virtue has been studied at both 
the micro and macro levels. So far the concept is a one dimensional 
construct and the measurements at the organizational level have only 
been a matter of extrapolation. Norton & Weiss (2010) validated 
measures exist as micro measures of courage while for 
organizational courage, measures by Hackett and Wang, (2012), 
Norton and Weiss (2009), serve as common macro measures  of 
courage respectively. The scales by Hackett and Wang, (2012); 
Norton and Weiss (2009),  have already been applied at the 
organizational level and could be adopted and modified so as to 
obtain the views of customers since interestingly, organizations rely 
on employees to display courage when undertaking their job tasks 
and interacting with customers, team members and subordinates. 
This implies that courage plays a pivotal role in ensuring that 
company representatives accurately reflect organizational values, 
policies and procedures. This is why, companies that enshrine 
courage in their sales, customer service, or leadership, are classified 
as effective and efficient because, they insist on a core set of 
principles, accepting responsibility for one’s decisions, and getting 
alternative perspectives to solve problems Acclivus 
(2014).Therefore, courage is good even to customers. 
 
Justice: This has mainly been studied at the organizational level and 
has been conceptualized invariably by scholars. Some conceive it as 
a three dimensional concept and these are distributive justice, 
procedural justice and interactional justice (Folger & Konovsky, 
1989). Other scholars such as Colquitt (2001) have argued that it is a 
four dimensional construct and these are: distributive justice, 
procedural justice, Interpersonal justice and informational justice. 
Colquitt (2001) provides a scale that is extensive and has already 
been applied at the organizational level. It is these that are hereby 
recommended for adoption and modification so as to facilitate the 
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extraction of data from customers since justice perceptions are of 
importance to a customer. For instance in a study by Smith & 
Mpinganjira (2015), the findings indicate that procedural, 
interactional and distributive justice perceptions by customers of 
banks, positively influence their satisfaction and behavioral 
intentions. 
 
Temperance: This concept has been studied at both the 
organizational and individual levels. At the organizational level, it 
refers to an employee’s ability to control his or her behaviour or 
discipline so as to prevent negative outcomes and or to start those 
actions that could result into positive outcomes. At a macro level, 
scholars have come up with two forms of self-control and these are: 
stop-control (inhibitory control) and start-control (initiatory control) 
Benjamin et al., (2015). These authors claim to be the first to apply 
this concept to an organizational setting. By stop-control, we refer to 
a form of self-control behaviour that is taken by an individual so as 
to prevent an action that is likely to result into negative outcomes 
while start-control is a form of self-control behaviour in which an 
individual has the ability to initiate an action that could result in 
positive outcomes (Benjamin et al., 2015). At the individual level, 
the common Tangney et al., (2004) self-control measures are a one 
dimensional scale. The irony with both studies is that none of them 
used data from customers. For instance, Benjamin et al., (2015) 
studied two independent employee samples while that of Tangney et 
al., (2004), were undergraduate students. The scale by (Benjamin et 
al., (2015) should be adopted and modified so as to be effectively 
utilized to obtain data from customers since this scale has already 
been administered at the macro level and, self-control is of relevance 
to customers because, in a study by Haws (2011), it is stated that a 
regular factor that has been found to contribute to a reduction in 
consumer purchasing power, is the lack of control that many 
consumers have over their own spending. This is an eye opener to 
the rational consumers if they are to obtain value for the money that 
they spend. 
 
Transcendence: This concept has equally been studied at both the 
micro and macro levels. At the micro level, self-transcendence, as 
indicated by the original Self-transcendence scale of the 
Temperament and Character Inventory (Cloninger, 1993), is multi-
dimensional. The version of 240 items that was used in their study 
has three subscales and these are: ST1, self-forgetful, totally 
absorbed experience versus self-conscious, self-aware or objectified 
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experience; ST2, transpersonal identification with all of nature and 
its source versus self-differentiation or the self as separate, and ST3, 
spiritual acceptance of the transpersonal realm versus rational 
materialism and empirically verified phenomena (Cloninger et al., 
1993). The Piedmont’s (1999) Spiritual Transcendence Scale which 
is a 24-item scale has three subscales and these are: Prayer 
Fulfillment (PF, 9 items), describing an experience of joy or 
contentment during prayer or meditation; Universality (UN, 9 
items), belief in the unity and purpose of life; Connectedness (CON, 
6 items), a sense of personal responsibility and connection with 
others. In addition is the Mysticism Scale (Hood, 1975) that consists 
of three factors: Extrovert, Introvert and Interpretation. To talk of 
organizational transcendence is to refer to a macro level concept of 
it. Organizational transcendence has been studied using the original 
Self-transcendence scale of the Temperament and Character 
Inventory (Cloninger, 1993). It is this scale by (Cloninger, 1993) 
that has already been organizationally been tested that could be 
adopted and modified to obtain the views of customers now that 
Ogunnaike and Kehinde (2011) indicate that that self-transcendence 
has a positive relationship with customer satisfaction. This stresses 
the role of transcendence theory on customers. 
 
Commitment: Existing measures of commitment are commonly at 
the employee level and these translate into the conceptualization of 
organizational commitment and not individual commitment. Rated 
by individual employees, commitment has been conceptualized as a 
three dimensional construct and these are: Affective Commitment, 
Continuance Commitment and Normative Commitment (Buchanan, 
1974; Quinn & Staines, 1979), although other scholars such as 
Mowday, et al, (1979), look at it as a one-dimensional concept. It is 
those dimensions by (Buchanan, 1974; Quinn & Staines, 1979) that 
could be retained and be modified to study customers because, they 
are already organizational in nature and commitment still remains 
important to a customer and it forms the essence of relationship 
marketing as a prerequisite for the attraction and satisfaction of the 
customers’ needs (Rehman et al., 2012). 
 
Responsiveness: Mei (2012) conceptualized organizational 
responsiveness as a seven dimensional construct and these are: 
threat interpretation, opportunity interpretation, resource rigidity, 
routine rigidity, technology uncertainty, customer uncertainty and 
response uncertainty. Organizational responsiveness is also 
presented as a one-dimensional construct by Kohli, et al., (1993) and 
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a separate study by (De Waard et al., 2013) conceived 
organizational responsiveness as a one-dimensional concept. This 
study recommends the scale by Mei (2012) that conceptualized 
organizational responsiveness as a seven dimensional scale and 
already tested. It only requires modification so as to capture the 
views of customers.  Indeed, Mei (2012) has already established that 
there is a positive and significant relationship between customer 
orientation and organizational responsiveness. This means that a 
firm’s responsiveness is already central to customers’ needs. 
 
Innovativeness: At a micro level, studies on innovative 
characteristics are scanty however, Chell and Athayde (2009) have 
attempted to come up with a five dimensions model of individual 
innovativeness and these are: Creativity, Leadership, Energy, Self-
efficacy and Risk-propensity. These were arrived at after studying 
youths in schools and colleges in the United Kingdom. At a macro 
level, this has been conceptualized differently for instance as having 
five dimensions and these are: Creativity (Siegel and Kaemmerer, 
1978), Openness to change (Siegel and Kaemmerer, 1978), Future 
orientation (Javidan and Waldman’s, 2003), were adopted, Risk-
taking by (Shoham and Rose, 2001) and, Proactiveness by Covin 
and Slevin’s (1989). This model is supported by Lynch et al., (2010) 
who also suggested five factors and listed them as being: creativity, 
openness to new ideas, intention to innovate, willingness for risk-
taking, and technological capacity to innovate. There is also the one-
dimensional scale of Wang and Ahmed (2004). At a macro level, it 
has equally been conceptualized as Innovative Work Behavior by 
Jong and Hartog (2008) with four dimensions and these are: 
opportunity exploration, Idea generation, Championing, and 
Implementation. This study recommends the adoption of Lynch et 
al., (2010) model for modification and subsequent application to 
customers because, it is already organizational in nature and  
innovativeness is very central to customers because, it affects the 
extent to which new product development influences consumer 
adoption (Amue and Adiele, 2012). 
 
Theoretical implications 
Numerous theories have either explicitly or otherwise been put 
forward to explain the various virtues that are under consideration. 
Below is presentation of the theoretical debates about each virtue at 
both the individual and organizational levels. We end with a 
proposal of the likely appropriate theoretical framework that could 
be adopted to explain each virtue at a macro level. 
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Optimism: Regarding optimism, at the micro level, particular studies 
have suggested that optimism may be correlated with the personality 
traits such as Neuroticism, Extraversion, or self-esteem (Scheier et 
al., 2001; Schweizer et al., 2011). This means that personality theory 
has partly been used to explain the prevalence of optimistic behavior 
within individuals. This theory is in part the basis for the study of 
optimism through the direct beliefs that individuals have regarding 
future life events otherwise called the Life Orientation Test (LOT) 
by Scheier & Carver, (1985) and the Life Orientation Test Revised 
(LOT-R) by Scheier et al., (1994). This view is what is referred to as 
dispositional optimism or the direct belief model. At a micro level 
still, there is the Attributional theory (Weiner, 1986). This explains 
why people are optimistic or pessimistic and how they became this 
way however, the problem associated with this theory in 
understanding optimism is that it can be very complex and is 
subjectively based on self-report of past experiences (Scheier et al., 
2000). Virtue theory has also been handy in explaining optimism at 
a micro level (Cameron et al.; (2004) in which, being optimistic is 
only viewed as a personal characteristic. Schneider, (2001), believes 
that optimism is in some way explained by Vroom (1964) 
expectancy theory of motivation. In his view, it is because; a person 
expects to achieve a given outcome that optimistic beliefs occur. At 
the macro level, the social cognitive theory with its emphasis on 
expectations (Ciarrocchi & Deneke, 2006), has been viewed as an 
explanatory framework for organizational optimism. In effect, this 
theory leads to the argument that by paying attention to the needs of 
workers, management could expect increases in performance 
(Gabris, et al., 1998). To Beheshtifar (2013), organizational 
optimism is more consistent with Theory Y, which assumes that the 
typical employee wants to work, enjoys meaningful responsibility, 
can accomplish goals, and in general, requires only minimal 
supervision and all that the organization does is by improving 
conditions for workers (Gabris, et al., 1998). Still at a macro level, 
Fredrickson’s (1998) broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions 
provides an explanation of how managers might create optimistic 
employees. According to him, positive emotions “broaden an 
individual’s momentary range of thought-actions, which in turn 
builds the individual’s physical, intellectual, and social resources,”  
and as a result such employees become engaged and productive 
(Fredrickson, 1998: 300). It is the suggestion of this study that the 
social exchange theory by Blau (1964), that is an encompassing 
theory at a macro level be used in subsequent studies because, it 
explains quite a variety of organizational behavior. 
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Trust: At a micro level, some scholars have argued that trust is 
equally viewed as a feature of ones’ personality which grows in a 
person (Colquitt, et al., 2007). According to Mayer et al., (1995:712) 
trust is ‘the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of 
another party based on the expectation that the other will respond as 
expected. This qualifies the expectancy theory of motivation by 
Vroom, (1964) as an explanation of trust still at a micro level. At a 
macro level, Kramer (1999) argues that the social exchange theory 
can ably explain trust using the relational model of trust. In this 
regard, the social exchange theory is privy in explaining trust at a 
macro level and this study recommends its adoption for further 
scholarship on trust at a macro level. 
 
Compassion: Existing empirical research points to the many 
theoretical frameworks of compassion either at the individual or 
organizational level. At a micro level, compassion is person specific 
(Stamm, 2002) and this places the personality theory in compassion 
theoretical framework. At the macro level, the social exchange 
theory with the rules of reciprocity as well as the identity theory 
because, engaging in compassion is a form of virtuous identity 
(Dutton, et al., 2010)  All these arguments reflect the place of the 
identity theory and virtue theory in explaining organizational 
virtuousness. This study proposes the maintenance of the identity 
theory, virtue theory and social exchange in explaining compassion 
at the macro level. 
 
Forgiveness: At a micro level, personality theory can be used to 
explain forgiveness behaviour because; McCullough et al. (2000) 
concluded that forgiveness is an intra-individual trait. At a macro 
level, the social exchange theory is equally relevant because, it has 
been stated that forgiveness is a means to regulating workplace 
conflict so as to encourage meaningful cooperative behaviours 
(Butler & Mullis, 2001). This is because, it can be used to repair 
broken relationships with work colleagues (Aquino, et al., 2003) and 
it results in the exchange of mutual pleasantries. Based on the 
foregoing remarks, it is evident that at a macro level, forgiveness 
could be explained by the social exchange theory. It is this that 
could be adopted for further scholarship on forgiveness. 
 
Wisdom: The initial literature on the micro study of wisdom uses 
implicit theories that individuals have about the nature of wisdom 
and what is common with wise individuals (Baltes & Smith, 2008). 
This perspective measures the qualities of wise individuals 
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themselves and as such makes wisdom a personality characteristic 
instead of it being context specific (Ardelt, 2003; Webster, 2003). It 
is of no wonder that it describes wisdom in terms of personality 
characteristics such as cognitive, affective, and reflective (Ardelt, 
2003), and that wise people are knowledgeable, mature, and tolerant 
among others (Baltes & Smith, 2008). This places the theoretical 
backbone of wisdom within the personality theory and virtue theory 
as well. The second perspective of research on wisdom places it 
within explicit theories that are formulations of experts and 
researchers and not ordinary people (Sternberg, 1990). This body of 
theories places wisdom within institutions and not individuals and it 
is from here that individuals derive it so as to act wisely. This means 
that at a macro level, the institutional theory (Scott, 2004) could be 
of value in explaining wisdom. It is this theory that could be adopted 
for further scholarship on wisdom at a macro level. 
 
Courage: At a micro level, virtue theory is explicit. For instance, 
moral courage is associated with the need to stand up to a just call 
(Walker & Firmer, 2007). This places courage in the field of virtue 
theory. Moral courage is equally associated with social control. 
Social control involves an intervention that curbs impolite or uncivil 
behavior. This means that courage could be advanced at a micro 
level by the social action theory (Becker, 1971). This theory 
assumes that people have a much more proactive role in shaping 
social life and this is why most people act voluntary because they 
are free to do so. At a macro level, although social action theorists 
argue that people operate as individuals, they argue that people are 
aware of other people around them and the attitudes and actions of 
other people influence the way others think and behave. In this 
regard, they are bound to act because, of influence. This reasoning is 
alluded to by virtue theory which argues that virtuous people make 
others copy virtue behaviors. This makes the social action theory 
retain a macro element although; virtue theory takes precedent in 
explaining courage in this context. As a result, at a macro level, the 
social action theory and virtue theory are recommended to be 
retained for further scholarship on the concept. 
 
Justice: As indicated earlier, this concept has been heavily studied at 
the macro level. Therefore, there is sparse literature on the micro 
orientation of this variable. At the macro level, Masterson, et al., 
(2000) used the social exchange theory argue that, interactional 
justice affects leader-member exchange perceptions because, people 
draw on interactional justice perceptions when deciding on how to 
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react to their supervisors as agents of decision making authority. 
Relatedly, Moye, et al., (1997) argue that procedural justice had a 
greater effect on a system variable such as trust in management and 
this introduces the systems theory in the model of organizational 
justice. Therefore, at a macro level, the social exchange and systems 
theory could be of sound relevance in explaining the concept of 
justice since they are broad in explanatory capacity. 
 
Temperance: At a macro level, temperance is the result of virtuous 
people influencing others to be virtuous. The more general concept 
of control has been important in the work and organizational 
psychology literature where the Job Demands-Resources Model 
(JD-R) talk of control (Bakker and Demerouti, 2007). Research has 
provided evidence for the existence of two simultaneous processes. 
High job demands exhaust employees’ mental and physical 
resources and therefore lead to the depletion of energy and to health 
problems. This is the health impairment process. In contrast, job 
resources foster employee engagement and extra-role performance. 
This is the motivational process. In this regard, the motivational 
control implores employees to ensure self-control in face of high job 
demands. 
 
Transcendence: Transcendence as a virtue has been explained by 
different theories at both micro and macro levels. At a micro level, 
piedmont (1999) argues that self-transcendence is an intrinsic 
motivational issue because; an individual possesses innate drives 
which make him or her select behaviors on the basis of innate 
personal interpretations about life. Self-transcendence implies that a 
person realizes that he is not immortal and undermines the very 
essence of individualism and decides on his or her own to glorify 
God and care for others. In this way, individuals become inherently 
able act humanely towards others (Piedmont, 2001). This explains 
why Piedmont developed the Spiritual Transcendence Scale, by 
reviewing religious texts and consulting theological experts from 
different spiritual backgrounds. To this far, it could be stated that 
theoretically, self-transcendence is a motivational issue as well as an 
ethical one. On the one hand, Cloninger et al. (1993), view self-
transcendence within a personality framework. Therefore, at a micro 
level, self-transcendence can be explained by motivation, virtue and 
personality theoretical frameworks. However, at a macro level 
scholars have associated transcendence with the identity theory. For 
instance, Cloninger et al. (1993) described self-transcendence as an 
experience of identification with a personal feeling of being an 
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integral part of all of nature. This is because, self-transcendence 
involves the loss of a sense of self and as such the identification 
which a totality that is treasured. To this extent, a sense of one’s 
individual self is lost to the extent that no distinction exists between 
the self and others (Cloninger et al. (1993).Therefore, the identity 
theory (Mead, 1934), is here by recommended for adoption as a 
theoretical framework for the explanation of transcendence at a 
macro level. 
 
Commitment: At a micro level, commitment is associated with the 
self-determination theory of motivation (SDT) by (Deci and Ryan, 
1985; Ryan and Deci, 2000). The SDT identifies three psychological 
needs: autonomy (deCharms, 1968), competence (White, 1959), and 
relatedness (Beaumeister and Leary, 1995). These needs are the 
basic ingredients required for psychological health and as such the 
commitment of an employee. In other words, it is the satisfaction of 
these needs rather than their strength that determines well-being and 
employee commitment (Ryan and Deci, 2000). However, at a macro 
level, identity theory (Mead, 1934) has been drawn into attention. 
Indeed Porter, et al., (1974), argues that organisational commitment 
embraces the ideals of identification, involvement and loyalty to an 
organization. This is because, it is a form of identification with the 
values and goals of the organisation and an employee becomes 
willing to put in extra effort on its behalf. Organisational 
commitment is also explained by the "side-bet" theory (Becker, 
1960; Alluto, et al., 1973). This theory holds that individuals are 
committed to the organisation as long as they hold their positions, 
irrespective of the stressful conditions they undergo. However, 
should this not happen, they are always willing to leave the 
organisation. Mowday, et al., (1982) support the “side-bet” theory 
by indicating that organisational commitment is behaviour in which 
individuals are tied to a particular organisation and how they 
respond to this condition. The identity theory is a plausible 
theoretical model for the explanation of organizational commitment 
and could be utilized for further scholarly endeavours on the same 
concept. 
 
Responsiveness: At a micro level, to be responsive is a character 
strength and as such, a virtue. This means that like any virtue, the 
virtue theory can explain responsiveness. At a macro level, 
organizational response could be explained by the threat rigidity 
theory (Staw et al. 1981). This theory argues that successful threat 
interpretation increases organizational laziness because it forces it to 
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reduce alternatives and concentrate on previous activities (Staw et 
al., 1981), while the prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky 1979) 
conveys the understanding that opportunity perception leads to the 
detection of noticeable potential gains rather than the risks involved 
(March and Shapira 1987). Accordingly, Chattopadhyay et al., 
(2001) argue that in an ambiguous situation threat rigidity theory is 
strong in predicting threat response while prospect theory works 
well for opportunity response. The organizational learning theory is 
equally important in the explanation of organizational 
responsiveness. This is why; Ketchen & Hult (2007:284) claimed 
that “responsiveness is dependent on the ability of an organization to 
learn about changes in its market environment”. This is to 
recommend the place of the theory of organizational learning in 
fostering organizational responsiveness. It should be found more 
relevant in future in explaining organizational responsiveness. 
 
Innovativeness: Individual innovation is a set of personality 
characteristics, as outputs, and behaviors. Scholars such as Hurt et 
al., (1977), consider it as generalized willingness to change and this 
makes it an individual personality view of innovation. At a macro 
level, innovativeness of an individual is equally explained by 
Bandura’s social learning theory which posits that with the right 
support and environment, nearly all people have the potential to 
strengthen and develop their skills. Others such as Scott & Bruce, 
(1994), conceptualize individual innovation as discretionary 
employee behaviors and this makes innovation to be explained by 
organizational behaviour theory, while West (1987) proposes an 
output approach to innovative behaviour because, his measure of 
role innovation makes it clear how many changes an individual has 
initiated in his or her job in relation to the last role occupant. In the 
same way, Axtell et al.'s (2000) measures assess individuals' self-
ratings of their suggestions and realized innovations. These 
approaches locate innovation in the performance management 
theoretical framework. Therefore, to this far, at a micro level, 
innovativeness can be advanced by personality theory and social 
learning theory while at the macro level, organizational behaviour 
theories and performance management theories become handy. To 
this extent, a prominent theoretical framework of organizational 
behaviour is social exchange that could be adopted for further 
scholarship on innovativeness. 
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It is herein revealed, the most common methodological orientations 
of studies on each virtue considered. This has been by way of 
pointing out: their philosophical perspective that is; whether they 
followed an objective or subjective view of reality, their designs that 
is whether they were qualitative or quantitative, longitudinal or cross 
sectional in nature. We further highlight the existing measurement 
scales of each virtue at both the micro and macro levels where 
appropriate besides an indication of the fact that previous studies 
have been empirical or theoretical in nature. We conclude each 
virtue by providing possible methodological breakthroughs that 
future studies could adopt. 
 
Optimism: Some studies have attempted to quantitatively examine 
optimism within relationships longitudinally. Following a 
longitudinal design, the study was for as long as a year as a one 
dimensional variable using the Life Orientation Test (LOT) by 
Scheier & Carver, (1985) and later the Life Orientation Test Revised 
(LOT-R) by Scheier et al., (1994) which has 10 (ten) items and the 
LOT-R is currently viewed as the most popular measure of 
optimism. This means that the philosophical orientation was 
objective in nature and the design was mixed that is, quantitative 
and longitudinal. In these studies, sample items included “In 
uncertain times, I usually expect the best” and the reverse-coded 
item “If something can go wrong for me, it will.” Responses have 
ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Although 
some studies have maintained the LOT-R, items have been anchored 
on a four point scale (Schweizer et al., 2011). There has also been 
the application of Attributional Style Questionnaire (ASQ) to 
measure optimistic individual behavior based on the attribution 
theory. Using this questionnaire, individuals have responded to what 
they believe are the causes to different life scenarios. The study by 
Beheshtifar (2013) on organizational optimism is purely a 
theoretical review and only concludes by way of a recommendation 
that optimism can be developed by managers through training and 
effectively managed so as to enhance performance in the workplace. 
We propose that in order to measure the perceptions of 
organizational optimism by customers, a more objective 
philosophical orientation be pursued in which a mixed design should 
be employed. Furthermore, the existing measures of optimism by 
Cameron et al. (2004) and the LOT-R 10 (ten) items by Scheier et 
al., (1994) be adopted and modified because, they have stood the 
test of time. This could be done as follows: As a customer of this 
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hotel, am optimistic that I will succeed, even when faced with major 
challenges”; “As a customer, the employees of this hotel are 
dedicated to doing good in addition to doing well”; “As a customer, 
in uncertain times, i usually expect the best”; “As a customer, it's 
easy for me to relax.”. Items should similarly be anchored on a 5-
point Likert measurement scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) 
to “strongly agree” (5). 
 
Trust: The use of a questionnaire formulated and administered to a 
group of respondents has been the dominant data collection method 
in what have been mainly quantitative studies of trust. For instance, 
in a particular study by Dietz and Hartog (2006), fourteen (14) 
dimensions of trust with their measurement items were compiled in 
a theoretical paper. The weakness with this paper is that it is purely 
a theoretical paper, in which trust measures have been laid bare by 
the scholars and more effort is needed by a scholar interested to 
agree on the array of dimensions provided so as to arrive at an 
operational framework for a study of choice. However, even when 
the theoretical paper by Dietz and Hartog (2006) is dominant, it just 
emphasizes the fact that an objective philosophical orientation has 
been dominant, with a quantitative design let alone a quantitative 
data collection method of a questionnaire. 
The factors of trust that have been proposed (Strickland, 1958, 
Butler, 1991) are: ability (competence), benevolence, and integrity. 
The sample questions are as follows: “Most managers are honest 
and truthful about information to do with the job” “, Management 
are sincere in their attempts to meet the workers’ point of view 
about the job”, “and management is competent when it comes to 
matters of safety on the job”. We propose that in order to measure 
the perceptions of organizational trust, the existing measures of 
organizational trust by  Clark and Payne (1997)  and Mayer and 
Davis (1999) be adopted and modified as the following sample 
items suggest: “As a customer, most managers in this hotel are 
honest and truthful about information to do with the job” “,As a 
customer, I consider management to be sincere in their attempts to 
meet the workers’ point of view about the job”, “and As a customer, 
I consider management to be competent when it comes to matters of 
safety on the job”. The items should similarly be anchored on a 5-
point likert measurement scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) 
to “strongly agree” (5). We further recommend that future studies on 
trust be mainly mixed in terms philosophical orientation, designs 
and methods. This has the advantage of obtaining more compound 
findings on the virtue. 
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Compassion: Respondents have been subjected to numerous scales 
to assess both individual and macro measurement of compassion. 
For instance, the recently created Compassion Scale (Pommier, 
2011), which assesses compassion for others along similar 
dimensions as self-compassion. This scale has six subscales: 
Kindness (e.g., “If I see someone going through a difficult time, I try 
to be caring toward that person.”); Indifference (reverse-coded; e.g., 
“I don’t concern myself with other people’s problems.”); Common 
Humanity (e.g., “Suffering is just a part of the common human 
experience”); Separation (reverse-coded; e.g., “When I see someone 
feeling down, I feel like I can’t relate to them”); Mindfulness (e.g., 
“I notice when people are upset, even if they don’t say anything”); 
and Disengagement (reverse-coded; e.g., “I often tune out when 
people tell me about their troubles.”). Research indicates that the 
scale has an appropriate factor structure and that a single higher 
order factor of compassion explains the strong inter-correlations 
among the subscales. At the macro level, the Cameron et al., (2004) 
sample items are: “Acts of compassion are common here in this 
organization”, “This hotel is characterized by many acts of concern 
and caring for other people” and “Many stories of compassion and 
concern circulate among the members on this organization”. For the 
benefit of future scholarship, it is here by suggested that future 
studies on compassion could adopt the Compassion Scale (Pommier, 
2011) and should be mainly mixed in terms philosophical 
orientation, designs and methods. This has the advantage of 
obtaining a more compound set of findings on the compassion. 
Indeed, all those measures by the above scholar could be adopted 
and modified to tap the construct from the point of view of 
customers as follows: “As a customer, of compassion are common 
here in this hotel”, “As a customer, this hotel is characterized by 
many acts of concern and caring for other people”, and “As a 
customer, many stories of compassion and concern circulate among 
the members of this hotel”. The items should similarly be anchored 
on a 5-point Likert measurement scale ranging from “strongly 
disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). This is because; this scale 
provides a neutral middle point which caters for a condition in 
which a respondent may not have an opinion on the question at hand 
(Chung Ho Yu, 2008). 
 
Forgiveness: The most popular micro level measurement scale of 
forgiveness is the self-report measure of situational, interpersonal 
forgiveness (McCullough, et al., 2000). Nevertheless, using largely 
a quantitative approach, scholars such as Cameron et al., (2004) and 
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Wade (1989), Boonyarit et al., (2013) and McCullough, et al., 
(1998), have examined organizational forgiveness as a concept. The 
philosophical orientation has been objective and a quantitative 
design. The fact that this study is enriching, it is suggested that the 
scale by McCullough, et al., (1998) be adopted. This is because, it is 
already organizational in nature and has been tested and found valid. 
The items could be modified to appear as suggested below: “As a 
customer, I feel that employees of this hotel make one another to 
pay after wronging each other”, “As a customer, I feel that 
employees keep as much distance between themselves as possible”. 
It is hereby further proposed that future studies on forgiveness be 
mainly mixed in terms philosophical orientation, designs and 
methods. This has the advantage of obtaining a more compound set 
of findings on forgiveness. Relatedly, the items should similarly be 
anchored on a 5-point Likert measurement scale ranging from 
“strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). This is because; this 
scale provides a neutral middle point which caters for a condition in 
which a respondent may not have an opinion on the question at hand 
(Chung Ho Yu, 2008). 
 
Wisdom: At a micro level, the Self Assessed Wisdom Scale 
(SAWS) measures five components of wisdom: openness, emotional 
regulation, humor, critical life experience, and reminiscence and 
reflectiveness (Webster, 2007; Taylor et al., 2011). It consists of 40 
items presented with a 6-point Likert scale that ranges from 
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” and Webster (2007) reported 
a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90. At a micro level still, the three 
dimensional wisdom scale (3DWS) (Ardelt, 2011) looks at wisdom 
as being constituted by cognitive (14 items), reflective (12 items), 
and affective dimensions (13 items). Twenty four (24) of its items 
are presented with a 5-point response scale that ranges from 
“definitely true of myself” to “not true of myself,” and 15 are 
presented with a 5- point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to 
“strongly disagree.” Ardelt (2003) reported Cronbach’s alpha from 
0.71 to 0.85 for the three dimensions. At the macro level, the 
prominent seven dimensional scales by Schmit et al., (2012), has 
items used to measure each of the proposed dimensions of wisdom 
and have been measured by a five-point likert-type scale that has 
been anchored by “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree. This 
means that it used an objective philosophical orientation and the 
design has been quantitative in nature. It is however, recommended 
that future studies on wisdom be mainly mixed in terms 
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philosophical orientation, designs and methods. This has the 
advantage of obtaining a more compound set of findings on wisdom. 
 
Courage: Numerous measurement scales exist to measure courage. 
This means that regardless of the level at which courage has been 
studied, the philosophical orientation has been predominantly 
objective, the design has been quantitative and it is of no wonder 
that questionnaires have been adopted to collect data. For instance, 
among the most prominent scales are: The Courage Scale that was 
recently developed to measure general courage in the absence of a 
similar measure. Another scale is associated with Woodard (2004). 
In order to construct a pool of items that would be included in the 
Courage Scale, 10 experts in psychology were consulted. The pool 
of items was pre-tested with 10 research participants from varied 
educational levels, levels of socioeconomic status, ages, and types of 
employment. In this study by (Woodard, 2004), the Courage Scale 
developed has 31 items that created four separate factors. One of the 
items is “I would return into a burning building to save a family pet 
I loved dearly.” There is also the Norton and Weiss’s (2009) 
courage scale. Sample measurement items are: “My supervisor acts 
with sustained initiative, even in the face of incurring personal risk”. 
“I tend to face my fears”. “If the thought of something makes me 
anxious, I usually will avoid it”. The challenge with the above scales 
is that they are micro in nature. However, the Hackett and Wang 
(2012), Norton and Weiss (2009; 2010) scales have at least been 
extrapolated and applied at a macro level. We recommend that 
future studies on courage be mainly mixed in terms philosophical 
orientation, designs and methods. It is hereby proposed that there is 
need to integrate all the measures proposed by Hackett and Wang, 
(2012), Norton and Weiss (2009; 2010) because, they fit within the 
scope of this study. The above sample items would be modified to 
appear as follows: As a customer, a supervisor in this hotel acts with 
sustained initiative, even in the face of incurring personal risk”. “As 
a customer, I tend to face my fears when dealing with this hotel”. 
“As a customer of this hotel, if the thought of something makes me 
anxious, I usually will avoid it”. The items should similarly be 
anchored on a 5-point Likert measurement scale ranging from 
“strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). This is because; this 
scale provides a neutral middle point which caters for a condition in 
which a respondent may not have an opinion on the question at hand 
(Chung Ho Yu, 2008). 
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Justice: In a study by Colquitt (2001) items that measure each 
dimension of organizational justice were derived from a review of 
the seminal works in the justice literature and according to him, this 
was so careful that it was after unifying similar phenomena so as to 
manage multicolinearity effects. These items used a 5-point scale 
with anchors of 1 = to a small extent and 5 = to a large extent. There 
is also the Moorman (1991) organizational justice scale where 
procedural and relational justices are measured by 7 items and 6 
items respectively as suggested by Elovainio et al., (2002). By use 
of a questionnaire, 156 of them were distributed to the selected 
employees whom the study does not indicate how they were arrived 
at besides the lack of an indication of the overall design that the 
study adopted. Still at a macro level, there is Neihoff and Moorman 
(1993) scale that has three subscales and these are Distributive 
Justice: Perceptions measured with a 5-item scale, Procedural 
Justice Perceptions measured with a 6-item scale and the 
Interactional Justice perceptions measured with 11-items. The 
Neihoff and Moorman (1993) scale is here by recommended for 
adoption since it has been found to be valid and reliable in 
measuring justice perceptions at a macro level (Moorman et al., 
1998) and, although an objective philosophical orientation and a 
quantitative design have been dominant, future studies on justice be 
mainly mixed in terms philosophical orientation, designs and 
methods. This has the advantage of obtaining a more comprehensive 
report on justice. 
 
Temperance: The study of temperance at both the micro and macro 
levels has utilized the same measurement scales and associated 
items. It is only that the micro measurement items have just been 
extrapolated to apply at the organizational level. For instance, micro 
measures in a study of self-control by Benjamin et al., (2015); a 
heterogeneous sample of employees totaling to 231, some of whom 
having occupied managerial positions and with varying educational 
backgrounds, was selected. These were asked to fill a self-control 
measure by De Boer et al., (2011), which consisted of two 
dimensions: stop-control (nine items) and start-control (eight items). 
The items were those as developed based on items from previously 
validated general self-control scales such as the SCS (Tangney et al., 
2004), the Self-Control Schedule (Rosenbaum, 1980), and the Ego-
Under control scale (Letzring et al., 2005). Items include: “I can 
easily stop doing something fun that I know to be bad for me” (stop-
control) and “Even if I don’t feel like it, I’m able to complete the 
tasks that needed to be done” (start-control).This means that the self-
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control measures for the micro level were extrapolated to measure 
self-control at the macro level. In effect, the philosophical 
orientation was mainly objective and the design, quantitative in 
nature. Therefore, we recommend that future studies on self-control 
be mainly mixed in terms philosophical orientation, designs and 
methods. This has the advantage of obtaining a more comprehensive 
report on self-control. 
 
Transcendence: At both the micro and macro levels, different scales 
of transcendence exist. For instance, at the micro level, there is the 
original Self-transcendence scale of the Temperament and Character 
Inventory (Cloninger, 1993) with three sub scales and these are: 
ST1: (11 items); ST2: (9 items); ST3: (13 items), then the Spiritual 
Transcendence Scale (STS) by  Piedmont’s (1999) STS that is a 24-
item scale with three subscales: Prayer Fulfillment (PF, 9 items), 
Universality (UN, 9 items), and Connectedness (CON, 6 items). 
Items are rated on a Likert-type scale of 1- strongly disagree to 5 
strongly agree, the Mysticism Scale (Hood, 1975) and the Self 
Transcendence Scale (STS) by Reed, (1991) which measures self-
transcendence using 15 self-report. For example, the STS asks 
participants to rate on a 4-point Likert scale their current levels of 
‘‘accepting death as a part of life,’’ and ‘‘helping others in some 
way’’ (Reed, 1991:6).At the macro level transcendence has been 
studied differently for instance amongst leaders as transcendent 
leadership. The scale used was the Center for Creative Leadership 
executive dimension’s instrument (CCL, 2002). All these previous 
endeavours point to the understanding that the philosophical 
orientation has been objective and the design has been quantitative 
in nature. We in the circumstance recommend that future studies on 
transcendence be mainly mixed in terms philosophical orientation, 
designs and methods. This has the advantage of obtaining a more 
comprehensive report on the subject. 
 
Commitment: This virtue has largely been studied at the macro 
level.  For instance, the Meyer and Allen (1984) study had 64 male 
and female introductory psychology volunteer students as 
respondents. In this study, Ritzer-Trice and Hrebiniak-Alutto Scales, 
both the 15-item by Ritzer and Trice (1969) and the 4-item by 
Hrebiniak and Alutto (1972) were combined to form the 
questionnaire against a 3-point response format and these were 
labeled, definitely would (1), uncertain (2) and definitely would not 
(3). The instruments used were: The Organizational Commitment 
Questionnaire (Porter et al., 1974; Mowday et al, 1979) with 15-
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ltem measure that assessed the affective orientation to the 
organization and this questionnaire used a 7-point Likert-type 
response format (strongly disagree to strongly agree). The Affective 
Commitment Scale is an 8-item measure developed by the authors 
and it uses a 7-point Likert-type response format (strongly disagree 
to strongly agree). It includes items such as. "This organization has a 
great deal of personal meaning for me" and "I do not feel 
'emotionally attached' to this organization" (reversed). The 
Continuance Commitment Scale is an 8-item measure, assesses the 
extent to which employees feel committed to their organizations by 
virtue of the costs that they feel are associated with leaving. The 
scale uses a 7-point response format (strongly disagree to strongly 
agree). Sample items in this scale include "It would be very hard for 
me to leave my organization right now, even if I wanted to" and "It 
would not be too costly for me to leave my organization in the near 
future" (reversed). In all, we observe an objective orientation of the 
studies before as well as the quantitative design. Therefore, we 
recommend that future studies on commitment be mainly mixed in 
nature so that philosophically, it is both objective and subjective as 
well as the designs and methods. This has the advantage of 
obtaining a more comprehensive report on commitment. 
 
Responsiveness: In a study by Mei (2012), organizational 
responsiveness was conceived as a seven dimensional construct and 
these are: threat interpretation, opportunity interpretation, resource 
rigidity, routine rigidity, technology uncertainty, customer 
uncertainty and response uncertainty. To measure threat and 
opportunity interpretation, we adopted those measures by White et 
al. (2003); Dutton and Jackson‘s (1987). For resource rigidity 
(Chandy et al., (1998) and routine rigidity, Douglas and Judge 
(2001).Regarding technology uncertainty, customer uncertainty 
(Jaworski and Kohli‘s (1993), and response uncertainty, were those 
by Milliken (1990). The alternative measures of organizational 
responsiveness are those that were developed by Kohli, et al., 
(1993). Examples of items used for measuring responsiveness 
include: Speed and coordination with which the actions (marketing 
programs) were implemented; periodically reviewing 
product/service development, Evaluation of over- or under filling of 
goals and correcting accordingly; and Interdepartmental cooperation 
and coordination. This study utilized a sample of 1000 SMEs from 
Washington State to test the hypotheses and responses were 
collected from 284 companies in the state of Washington. In 
particular, retailers, wholesalers, finance businesses, transportation 
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companies, construction and agriculture businesses constituted the 
SMEs. In a separate study (De Waard et al., 2013) organizational 
responsiveness was conceived a one-dimensional concept. The 
study’s was a large sample survey and a questionnaire was 
distributed to a large group of military officers that were obtained 
from the Netherlands armed forces. This group consisted of majors, 
lieutenant colonels, and colonels from the three main services: 
Army, Navy, and Air Force. 3,706 questionnaires were sent to the 
selected officers’ home addresses and within five weeks, 1,533 
officers filled out and returned the questionnaire by mail and after 
cleaning, altogether, the study retained 1,208 usable questionnaires. 
The items were those as developed by the same authors (De Waard 
et al., 2013). Apart from specifying the respondents and how many 
questionnaires were returned, the sampling approach was not 
indicated. In all, an objective orientation of the studies is observed 
as well as the quantitative design. Therefore, we recommend that 
future studies on responsiveness be mainly mixed in nature so that 
philosophically, it is both objective and subjective as well as the 
designs and methods. This has the advantage of obtaining a more 
comprehensive report on the subject. 
 
Innovativeness: The fact that it has been conceptualized by different 
scholars, numerous measures exist for the varying dimensions of 
innovativeness and these are: Creativity and its five items (Siegel 
and Kaemmerer, 1978), Openness to change and the four items by 
Siegel and Kaemmerer (1978),  Future orientation and the four items 
by Javidan and Waldman’s (2003),  Risk-taking and the four items 
by (Shoham and Rose, 2001) and, Proactiveness and the four-item  
by Covin and Slevin’s (1989). There are those by Lynch et al. 
(2010) and their associated measures. The dimensions are: 
creativity, openness to new ideas, intention to innovate, willingness 
for risk-taking, and technological capacity to innovate. Wang and 
Ahmed (2004) also provide their one-dimensional scale of 
organizational innovativeness. At a macro level, we have the 
measures of Innovative Work Behavior by Jong and Hartog (2008) 
which represent a four dimensional scale of organizational 
innovativeness and these are: opportunity exploration, Idea 
generation, Championing, and Implementation. At a micro level, 
individual innovative characteristics have been measured by Chell 
and Athayde (2009) under their proposed five dimensions model 
and these are: Creativity, Leadership, Energy, Self-efficacy and 
Risk-propensity. In all, we observe an objective orientation of the 
studies before as well as the quantitative design. Therefore, we 
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recommend that future studies on innovativeness should be mixed in 
nature so that philosophically, it is both objective and subjective as 
well as the designs and methods. This will go a long way in 
facilitating the generation of a more comprehensive report on 
innovativeness. 
 
Directions for future research: As examined in the foregoing 
debates, this paper is a theoretical one. An empirical paper is needed 
to come up with a revised factor structure of the concept 
organizational virtuousness. We propose a triangulation of both the 
designs and methods. Most specifically, we recommend explicitly 
that future studies should bring out more dependable mixed designs 
of both qualitative and quantitative orientations and a questionnaire 
and oral interviews are more convenient and appropriate. This time, 
customers need to be consulted in an effort to elicit the rating of the 
extent of organizational virtuousness of their related organizations 
since they have been ignored completely in earlier efforts (Gotsis & 
Grimani, 2015). There is no harm in subjecting the proposed factor 
structure to the views of employees and supervisors since the paper 
proposes new virtues that have been associated with organizations 
but have not been considered in the earlier operational definition of 
organizational virtuousness. With all the above considered 
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